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STANDARDISED APPROACH (SA)

INTERNAL MODELS APPROACH (IMA)

The new Standardised Approach (SA) in FRTB

In addition to meeting the FRTB requirements for

For the implementation of the internal models

the required response to such breaks provided by

includes the risk charges under the sensitivities

trade pricing and effective calculation of sensitivities

approach (IMA) for FRTB Market Risk, CompatibL

the final FRTB regulation. CompatibL with its deep

based method, the default risk charge, and the

for the sensitivities-based Standardised Approach

can rely on its high quality pricing library (part of the

knowledge of the fast and accurate large scale

residual risk add-on. It replaces both the current

(SA), CompatibL has complete data on collateral,

XVA solution) to ensure that stringent backtest and

portfolio modelling proven by its multiple awards

market risk capital charge measures and the current

hedges, and ISDA/CSA terms necessary to reflect

P&L attribution requirements for IMA are met. This

for XVA and Risk, is able to provide high quality

default capital charge.

their mitigating effect on FRTB regulatory capital.

library can be deployed in conjunction with either

analytics that will pass the stringent IMA backtests

CompatibL Platform, part of CompatibL’s Risk

As a provider of front office pricing and XVA

historical or Monte Carlo based IMA methodology.

and P&L attribution tests.

Technology award-winning XVA and regulatory

analytics, CompatibL implemented lightning

In recent industry conferences and regulatory

CompatibL implemented the functionality required

capital solution, supports full integration of trade,

fast calculation of sensitivities necessary for the

forums, one of the most frequently made points

to FRTB IMA using either historical or Monte Carlo

market, and reference data from most of the

Standardised Approach in FRTB market risk.

about FRTB IMA is that a traditional market risk

methodology, including 97.5% stressed expected

popular book of record systems, and the ability

Through its regulatory capital functions, CompatibL

pricing library typically relies on a simplified trade

shortfall (ES); backtest and P&L attribution reports;

to price most complex portfolios with front office

Risk was one of the first solutions to offer full

representation to implement the IMM in the

market data observability standards and the non-

accuracy and exceptional performance. This makes

support for SA-CCR (the current standardised

current market risk framework. Such simplified

modellable risk factor (NMRF) add-on charge; using

CompatibL Platform the natural choice for the

approach for counterparty credit risk); this

trade representation will prove inadequate

stressed period for calibration; granular liquidity

implementation of FRTB Market Risk.

implementation has been extended the similar

for the stringent backtest and P&L attribution

horizons per asset class; and regulatory limits in

requirement for the default capital charge in FRTB.

requirements in FRTB. For example, many market

recognizing the benefits of cross asset diversification

risk engines simplify the averaging swap by using

and hedges. CompatibL Platform includes both

an approximation not involving averaging, or a

historical ES model and a Monte Carlo ES model

linear approximation to trades that are nonlinear.

in real world measure, as required for IMA. An

Using such approximations for FRTB will likely

example of the Expected Shortfall report under

cause backtest and P&L attribution breaks beyond

the real world Monte Carlo IMA model is provided

the IMA thresholds, causing the trading desk to

below.

revert to more capital intensive SA method as per
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SUMMARY OF CHALLENGES AND
SOLUTIONS

FRTB CVA
The FRTB-CVA capital requirement is calculated as

CVA sensitivities to a sufficiently large range of

the sensitivity of CVA to market risk factors. Among

risk factors, a methodology for generating credit

the pre-requisites for the bank to qualify for the

spreads for illiquid counterparties, and support for

mode effective Standardised Approach (SA) in FRTB-

the margin period of risk for collateralised netting

CVA is the requirement to compute CVA for financial

sets. CompatibL XVA has long standing support for

reporting purposes and to have a CVA desk. The

these requirements, and its use for fair value XVA

capital-effective standardised approach calculation

reporting and CVA trading will help you firm achieve

for FRTB CVA involves computing sensitivities of CVA

capital savings through the use of standardised

to regulatory market risk factor shocks.

approach (SA) rather than the capital-heavy Basic

CompatibL believes that these provisions make its

Framework for CVA.

award winning XVA solution the most natural way to
implement FRTB-CVA. CompatibL’s software relies
on its proven XVA Monte Carlo engine to compute

Challenge

CompatibL Solution

Data integration

An FRTB system shares a large fraction of its data requirements with an XVA system. Relying on the existing integration layer for CompatibL Platform with most
major book of record systems will reduce project risk and cost.

New calculation meth-

CompatibL supports the new calculation methods (e.g. expected shortfall, stress

ods in FRTB

calibration, etc.) required for FRTB in its platform

Tough P&L attribution

CompatibL is well positioned with high quality, fully validated pricing models,

and backtest rules in

originally developed for front office pricing and XVA. Traditional market risk

FRTB IMA

models use approximations that are expected to fail the strict FRTB P&L attribution and backtesting rules. For example, typical market risk model simplifi-

MODVAL TEST ENVIRONMENT

cations such as replacing Asian and Bermudan options with European or using

the sensitivities required for FRTB-CVA sensitivity

linear approximations will not suffice for FRTB. CompatibL does not use such

based standardised approach (note that IMA-CVA

approximations in its pricing models and instead uses front office quality p ric-

approach has been excluded from the framework
by the recent decision of the Basel Committee,
leaving only the sensitivity based SA-CVA approach
and the unfavorable Basic Framework option).
CompatibL XVA solution is capable of performing
this calculation in both fair value XVA context, or in
FRTB-CVA context including all of the FRTB-CVA rules
and limitations on hedge and netting recognition as
well as the restrictions on cross asset diversification
benefits.

ing.

As a public resource for model validation specialists,
CompatibL created a model validation website,
ModVal (ModVal.org). A private customized copy
of ModVal created for your firm will serve as a test
framework for your production implementation

Large increase in num-

Multiple liquidity horizons, stress calibration and asset class diversification

ber of simulations for

effects increase the computational burden of FRTB and FRTB-CVA. As an enter-

the IMA approach

prise XVA vendor, CompatibL offers already optimized system performance to
meet FRTB and FRTB-CVA requirements.

of CompatibL FRTB. It will also be used to fulfil the
model disclosure requirements of FRTB, which state

IMA approval on a

FRTB IMA approval is granted on a desk-by-desk basis. CompatibL’s experience

that all calculation methods must be disclosed to

desk-by-desk basis

across multiple asset classes ensures that its models can be used across desks

the extent that would make them reproducible by

covering the most advanced instruments at each desk, increasing you firm’s

an independent model validation function. The

scope to utilize the capital-saving IMA approach.

CompatibL deeply understands the criteria for

ModVal website includes input and output data

the bank to qualify for the FRTB-CVA sensitivity-

for all regulatory calculation tests in Excel and PDF

Consistency of models

Regulatory rules require that pricing and CVA models for FRTB and FRTB-CVA

based standardized approach (SA), and to avoid the

format.

between trading and

capital charge are consistent with those used on the trading desk. CompatibL’s

Your model validation specialists and country

risk management

ability to reconcile the prices with the front office to a high degree of precision

capital-heavy Basic Framework for CVA. Following
the recent decision by the Basel committee not to
provide the internal models approach (IMA) for
CVA, the standardised approach remains the most
attractive option for the FRTB-CVA capital charge.

ing and risk.

tests to verify the full methodology disclosure
required by FRTB and FRTB-CVA model transparency
provisions. Because ModVal Library for FRTB is

The success in implementing the standardised

provided in Excel format, it can be easily customized

approach for FRTB-CVA depends on several system

to meet the specific validation requirements of your

capabilities, including the ability to calculate

firm.
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will address this requirement and will ensure model consistency between trad-

supervisor can download and run ModVal validation

High project risk of

Implementing FRTB-CVA by any vendor that does not already have a proven

implementing FRTB-

enterprise XVA solution will require long project delivery times and increase

CVA starting from a

project risk. CompatibL eliminates this risk by offering FRTB-CVA as an extension

risk system rather than

of its proven XVA solution.

XVA system
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USING ADJOINT ALGORITHMIC
DIFFERENTIATION (AAD) FOR FRTB

COMPATIBL FRTB THOUGHT
LEADERSHIP

Adjoint Algorithmic Differentiation (AAD) is a new

As a leader in AAD, having already integrated

As an integral part of delivering the system

implementation experience and challenges of FRTB

computational technique in quantitative finance,

Vector AAD into CompatibL Platform, we are best

capabilities and modelling required for FRTB,

and FRTB-CVA.

used to compute sensitivities at a fraction of the

positioned to take advantage of this powerful

CompatibL is at the forefront of the market’s

time required by the bump and reprice method.

new calculation technique in FRTB and FRTB-CVA

discourse on regulatory capital and in particular

LEADING PUBLICATIONS

For a typical FRTB and FRTB-CVA calculation, AAD

implementation. The screenshot below shows how

FRTB and FRTB-CVA. Our active participation in the

can deliver performance gains for the sensitivity

AAD is used in the CompatibL Platform.

industry discussions ensures that all CompatibL

Long-term Portfolio Simulation
(RiskBooks, 2014)

based standardized approach (SA) in excess of

releases will be fully up to date with the latest

Alexander Sokol, CEO, CompatibL

x10 times. This is especially significant for FRTB-

regulatory changes. As these changes occur,

CVA calculation, where the computational burden

CompatibL Platform will be promptly updated

is well recognized and acknowledged in the Basel

to comply with the latest FRTB and FRTB-CVA

document. It is also highly beneficial for the

regulations including clarifications and frequently

Standardised Approach in FRTB Market Risk.

asked question responses by BCBS, as well as any

CompatibL Vector AAD can operate seamlessly
with multiple cores and will work with your
existing cluster or cloud infrastructure. It offers the
opportunity to significantly reduce hardware or

Leif B. G. Andersen, Michael Pykhtin, and
Alexander Sokol, 2016

Informa Global Derivatives 2016

SSRN http://ssrn.com/abstract=2719964

of FRTB Market Risk and FRTB-CVA using Adjoint

not explicitly reference AAD, the use of AAD for

Algorithmic Differentiation (AAD).

WBS FRTB 2016 Frankfurt
Presentation by Alexander Sokol: “Lightning fast

discussions communicated at recent industry

FRTB SA-TB, SA-CVA, and SIMM using Adjoints: can

conferences, it is widely expected that the Basel

we use them, and what are the benefits.”

committee and country supervisors to issue
clarification permitting the use of AAD for SA-TB and
SA-CVA.
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AAD can deliver performance gains for the
sensitivities-based standardised approach
(SA) in excess of 10 times

XVA, FRTB IMA, and FRTB-CVA SA methodologies.

CONFERENCES

While the final FRTB regulation currently does

the regulators. Based on the feedback of these

term portfolio simulation used in

“Rethinking Margin Period of Risk”

ways to satisfy the computational requirements

FRTB and FRTB-CVA is under active discussion by

quantitative methodologies for long

technical guidance from a client’s country supervisor.

Plenary Session by Alexander Sokol on effective

cloud costs for FRTB.

The leading reference for

“Retrofitting AAD to Your Existing C++
Library: A Case Study with TapeScript”
Alexander Sokol, 2015
Global Derivatives Conference, Amsterdam, 2015

“Modelling the Short Rate: The Real and RiskNeutral Worlds”
John C. Hull, Alexander Sokol, and Alan White, 2014
SSRN http://ssrn.com/abstract=2403067
Risk Magazine, October 2014

Cefpro FRTB 2016 and
Risk EMEA 2016, London

“Exposure under Systemic Impact”

CompatibL experts actively participated in

Michael Pykhtin and Alexander Sokol, 2013

conference panel discussions on the topic of

Risk Magazine 26(9), pp. 88–93
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ABOUT THE COMPANY
13 years

CompatibL Technologies was founded in 2003 to offer risk technology
solutions to banks and asset managers. Since then CompatibL has established
itself as the leading provider of quantitative software and solutions for

of experience in trading
and risk management

derivatives analytics, limits, and regulatory capital.
CompatibL has over 200 experienced developers and financial engineers and
boasts a client base of over 50 banks, central banks, supranationals and asset

52 clients

managers in the US, EMEA and Asia, including 4 out of 5 largest derivatives

banks, central banks,
supranationals and asset
managers in the US,
EMEA and Asia

dealers. Over 70 major projects have been implemented across this client
base. CompatibL is headquartered in London (UK) with the main delivery
centres located in Warsaw (Poland) and Princeton (United States).

WHY COMPATIBL?
4 out of 5

CompatibL offers turnkey solutions for derivatives analytics and regulatory
capital as well as full custom development and project delivery services by
experienced quants and development teams. In a similar vein, CompatibL’s
consultancy teams look beyond the delivery of reports and recommendations
and bring practical enhancement to the clients operation, often incorporating

largest derivatives
dealers use CompatibL
platform

the delivery of working code with source.
CompatibL is at the forefront of many important industry innovations and
trends around the trading and risk space, including vector algorithmic

76 major
projects

differentiation, a technique that has the potential of delivering massive
performance gains for the calculation of sensitivities and capital measures

implemented

by Monte Carlo, real world measure modelling for more accurate limits and
capital, and the quantification of residual counterparty credit risk in the
presence of initial margin.
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Princeton, NJ 08540
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Warsaw, 00-838

Tel: +1 (609) 919 0939

Tel: +44 (20) 3743 8800

Tel: +48 (22) 110 8005

www.compatibl.com

For more information or a product demonstration,
contact info@compatibl.com

